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ABSTRACT
This paper applies a newclustering approach for identifying
and segmenting motion in image sequences. We estimate a
matrix whose entries represent similarity probabilities be-
tween local motion estimates. We adopt a two step iterative
algorithm which consists of a variant of the expectation-
maximization algorithm for segmenting regions with sim-
ilar motion. The proposed algorithm updates cluster mem-
berships in one step while it maximizes the expected log-
likelihood in the second step. The performance of the algo-
rithm is improved greatly by the use of modal sharpening.
1. INTRODUCTION
There has recently been considerable interest in the use of
probabilistic methods for motion segmentation and anal-
ysis. At the segmentation-level several authors have ex-
ploited the apparatus of Markov random ﬁelds [1]. For in-
stance, Konrad and Dubois have developed a maximum a
posteriori probability framework for simultaneous motion
estimation and moving object segmentation [2]. Another
approach is to model the motion ﬁeld using radial basis
functions [3]. This approach relies on the similarity in mo-
tion, grey-level and location among groups of pixels from
the image sequence. Other authors including Maclean and
Jepson [4], Black and Anandan [5], and Adelson and Weiss
[6] have used the EM algorithm [7] to detect independently
movingobjects. One of theproblems which hinders the pre-
vious approaches to motion analysis is that of deﬁning mo-
tion coherence. Most approaches adopt a model based on
central clusteringand incorporating motion coherenceis not
a straightforward task. An additional difﬁculty encountered
with these approaches is that of controlling the number of
motion components. In the case of the EM algorithm, the
set of moving objects is represented using a mixture model
and the order of the mixture model is equal to the number
of moving objects in the scene. Moreover, we describe a
maximum-likelihood framework in which we detect mov-
ing objects by performing pairwise clustering on a set of
motion vectors. We commence from an initial characteri-
sation of the motion structure using an adjacency or link-
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weight matrix whose entries are calculated from the scalar
products of local motion vectors. These motion vectors are
obtained using the block matching algorithm. The number
of clusters, i.e. different moving objects, is controlled using
the set of same-sign positive eigenvectorsof the link-weight
matrix. This is an idea that has its roots in spectral graph
theory [8]. Similar ideas have been exploited elsewhere in
the literature. For instance, Perona and Freeman [9] extend
the iterative normalised cut idea in [10] to motion segmen-
tation. Sarkar and Boyer [11] have used ideas from spectral
graph theory to ﬁnd disjoint subgraphs of the adjacency or
link-weight matrix.
Our novel contribution here is to cast the spectral ap-
proach into a probabilistic setting. Starting from a model
in which the cluster-memberships follow a Bernoulli dis-
tribution, we develop a dual-step approach to moving ob-
ject detection. This dual-step algorithm is closely akin to
the EM algorithm [7]. In the E-step we update the cluster
membership probabilities. In the M-step we locate revised
link-weights which maximize the expected log-likelihood
function. The algorithm iterates until convergence. In this
way we group motion blocks on the basis of the similarity
of their velocity vectors, rather than their proximity to the
centre of a cluster.
2. COMPUTING MOTION VECTORS
To computemotion vectorswehaveemployedasingle reso-
lution block matching algorithm using spatial/temporal cor-
relation [12]. This kind of block matching algorithms are
based on a predictive search that reduces the computational
complexity and provides a reliable performance. The draw-
back of the single resolution scheme is that at high reso-
lutions the motion vector map appears noisy but captures
complex motion while at low resolution the motion vec-
tor map appears much less noisy but looses a lot of infor-
mation about random or complex motion. As a result, for
the last several years multi-resolution block matching algo-
rithms have been studied due to the fact that they provide
a good motion prediction performance and reduce the com-
putational complexity. One of the major problems with the
multi-resolution block matching is that the motion estimate
for sequences with random motion degrades signiﬁcantly.
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block matching algorithm with a hierarchical motion seg-
mentation. Complex or random motion can be detected be-
cause afull searchis madeandthenthemotion is segmented
using a robust statistical method.
3. SEGMENTATION BY MATRIX
FACTORIZATION
We pose the problem of grouping motion blocks into co-
herent moving objects as that of ﬁnding pairwise clusters.
The process of pairwise clustering is somewhat different to
the more familiar one of central clustering. Whereas cen-
tral clustering aims to characterise cluster-membership us-
ing the cluster mean and variance, in pairwise clustering it
is the relational similarity of pairs of objects which is used
to establish cluster membership. Although less well studied
than central clustering, there has recently been renewed in-
terest in pairwise clustering aimed at placing the method on
a more principled footing using techniques such as mean-
ﬁeld annealing [13].
To commence, we require some formalism. The 2D ve-
locity vectors for the extracted motion blocks are charac-
terised using a matrix of pairwise similarity weights. Sup-
pose that
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The aim in pairwise clustering is to locate the updated set
of similarity weights which partition the image into regions
of uniform motion. To be more formal, let
’ denote the
index-set of the detected motion blocks in the image and
suppose that
( is the set of pairwise-clusters, i.e. distinct
moving objects, to which these blocks are assigned. The
initial set of clusters is deﬁned by the eigenmodes of the
link-weight matrix
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￿ . Here we follow Sarkar and Boyer
[11] who have shown how the positive eigenvectors of the
matrix of link-weights can be used to assign nodes to per-
ceptual clusters. Using the Rayleigh-Ritz theorem, they ob-
serve that the scalar quantity x
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the subdominant eigenvectors corresponds to a disjoint per-
ceptual cluster. They conﬁne their attention to the same-
sign positive eigenvectors (i.e. those whose corresponding
eigenvalues are real and positive, and whose components
are either all positiveor are all negativeinsign). If a compo-
nent of a positive eigenvector is non-zero, then the respec-
tive node belongs to the perceptual cluster associated with
the corresponding eigenmodes of the weighted adjacency
matrix. The eigenvalues
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the algorithm. Under the assumption that the cluster mem-
bershipsofthemotionblocksfollowaBernoullidistribution
with the link-weights as parameters, the likelihood-function
for the weight matrix
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The corresponding log-likelihood function is
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We have recently shown how this log-likelihood function
can be iteratively optmised using an EM-like process. In the
E (expectation) step, the cluster membership probabilities
are updated according to the formula
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Once the revised cluster membership variables are to
hand, then we apply the M (maximisation) step of the algo-
rithm to update the similarity-weight matrix. The updated
similarity-weights are given by
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These two steps are interleaved and iterated to convergence.
4. HIERARCHICAL MOTION SEGMENTATION
To overcome the noise in motion estimation process intro-
duced by the block matching algorithm we use a multi-
resolution approach. First, we simultaneously obtain the
motion vector map
￿
￿ sampled with block size
￿
￿ and the
high resolution motion vector map
￿
￿ sampled with block
size
￿ . Second, we segment the map
￿
￿ using our algorithm
in order to obtain the number of clusters
/
(
/. Finally, we
cluster the high resolution motion vector map
￿
￿ extracting
the ﬁrst
/
(
/ clusters.
The structure of the hierarchical system can be seen in
Fig 1.
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5. EXPERIMENTS
We have conducted experiments on motion sequences with
known ground truth. In Figures 2a and 2b we show ground
truth data for the “Hamburg taxi” and “Trevor White” se-
quences. The images show the distinct motion components
forthetwoscenes. Thecorrespondingrawimagesare shown
in Figures 2c and 2g. In both sequences, the low-resolution
uses
￿
￿
4
￿
￿ pixelblocks to performmotion correspondence
and compute the motion vectors; for thehigh resolution mo-
tion ﬁeld the block size is
￿
4
￿ pixels. For the “Hamburg
taxi” sequence the low-resolution motion ﬁeld provided by
the block matching algorithm is shown in Figure 2d and
the high resolution motion ﬁeld is shown in Figure 2e. In
Figure 2f we show the pairwise clusters obtained by ap-
plying our EM-like algorithm. There are 3 clusters which
match closely to the ground truth data shown in Figure 2a.
In fact, the three different clusters correspond to distinct
moving vehicles in the sequence. Figures 2h and 2i show
the corresponding low and high resolution motion ﬁelds for
the “Trevor White” sequence. The motion segmentation is
shown in Figure 2j. There are three clusters which corre-
spond to the head, the right arm, and the chest plus left arm.
These clusters again match closely to the ground-truth data.
It is interesting to note that the results are comparable to
those reported in [3] where a 5 dimensional feature vector
and a neural network was used. The proposed algorithm
converges in an average of four iterations.
In Table 1 we provide a quantative analysis of these re-
sults. The table lists the fraction of the pixels in each re-
gion of the ground truth data which are mis-asigned by the
clustering algorithm. The best results are obtained for the
“Trevor White’s” chest-region, the taxi and the far-left car
from the “Hamburg Taxi” sequence, where the error rate is
just a few percent. For the far-right car and the head of the
Trevor White, the error rates are about 10%. The problems
with the far-right car probably relate to the fact that it is
close to the periphery of the image. In Figure 3 we show
the initial and the ﬁnal link-weight matrices for the “Trevor
(a) (b)
(c) (d)
(e) (f)
(g) (h)
(i) (j)
Fig. 2. (a),(b) show the ground truth for the 3rd frame of the
”Hamburg Taxi” (c) and the ”Trevor White” (g) sequences; The
low (d),(h) and high (e),(i) resolution motion maps; (f),(j) Final
motion segmentation.
365Sequence Cluster % of Error
TrevorWhite Right arm 8 %
TrevorWhite Chest 6 %
TrevorWhite Head 12%
Ham. Taxi Taxi 4 %
Ham. Taxi Far Left Car 3 %
Ham. Taxi Far Right Car 10 %
Table 1. Error percentage for the two image sequences.
White” sequence. Here the three clusters emerge as blocks
in the ﬁnal iteration.
Finally,inFigure4weshowthetotalclustermass
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for each cluster
D
as function of iteration num-
ber
Z . This plot shows that the cluster memberships con-
verge in about 4 iterations.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have described a motion segmentation algorithm when
using a maximum likelihood framework. The proposed al-
gorithm clusters regions using local motion similarity. We
deﬁne a log-likelihood function assuming Bernoulli distri-
butions for the individual link-weights. The proposed clus-
ter membership updating algorithm is a dual-step iterative
algorithm similar to expectation-maximization. In the ﬁrst
stepit calculates thecluster-membershipwhileit maximizes
the log-likelihood in the second step. Results obtained in a
hierarchicalmotionsegmentationimplementationhaveprov-
ed to be accurate.
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